Some people think instead of preventing climate change, we should find ways to live
with it.
To what extent do you agree or disagree?
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Some people argue that people are supposed to findit is logical to implement sensible
ways methods to put up withtolerate climate change rather than seeking to averting it.
Personally, I largely/generally tend to disagree with this opinion because preventing
climate change can improve level ofis absolutely crucial to improving human health.
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On the other hand, concerned citizens who have proposed living in peace with climate
change can also find reliable financial reasons. Averting the climate change entirely
from occurring would be a massive project that would cost an incredible amount of
resources, while living with it would save a lot of financial expenditure. For example,
in China the government has attempted to invest in green infrastructure projects such
as wind farms and electric vehicles in recent years due to the worsening
environmental conditions. These projects have been successful but place a burden on
the budget that requires sacrifices in terms of developing rural schools and investing
in healthcare.
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There is no little doubt that avoiding climate change can help humans become more
healthier than pastguarantee health in the future. First of all, because of preventing
it,by preventing global warming, authorities would naturally encourage people to
reduce rates of driving of primate vehicles and this might bring outresult in fewer less
noxious fumes from cars, which can would provide humans with increasingly sanitary
survival environmentsclean air to breathe. MoreoverSecondly, numerous global
factories might bewould likely be required to recycle their waste water and sewage
containing chemical elementspollutants. As a result, the quality of rivers and streams
will would become cleaner, contributing to individuals drinking the sterile drinking
water and preventing suffering from illnesses such as dysentery, malaria, and
Minamata disease. Therefore, people could stay away from many diseases such as
malaria and keep fit due to the improvements of climate change.
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On the other hand, people who have the idea of living in peace with climate change
can also find a reliable reason from financial perspective. Averting the climate change
entirely from happening would a project of greatness that might cost an incredible
amount of money, while living with it can save a lot of financial expenditure.
However, health issues of human play a key role in human society, although this
project might cost a huge budgetary expenditure. Therefore, it is indispensable to
solve climate change issues at all costs.
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To sum up, I believe that the significance of preventing climate change is more
important than living with it because of the demanding of improvements invalue of
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health. Governments should continue to invest in green initiatives.
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Some people think governments should focus more on reducing environmental
pollution and housing problems to help people prevent illness and disease.
To what extent do you agree or disagree?
Some people argue that the authorities should pay more attention to environmental
pollution and housing problems in supporting individuals avertingavoid ailment and
sickness. From my point of view, I tend to disagree with this view because the
spreading of health consciousness and usage to advances technologies had have a
morea significant impact on stopping disease preventions.
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There is no little doubt that to some extent environmental contaminations problems
and poor housing conditions can lead to someare catalysts for various diseases to
some extent. In terms of environment, with the development of the automobile
industry, the has environment will be significantly affected and negatively impact the
environment because of the number of existing private vehicles existing, such as
trucks, vans and cars that exhaust a large volume of fumesproduce noxious gases,
which can cause individuals to suffer from respiratory diseases. In terms of housing
problems, nowadays , although people have already worked in beautiful and spacious
buildings, there are still numerous problems that could be fixed. For example, if
employees have been working in a a an older, sealed buildings for a long time, the
rate of having a coldspread for fairly innocuous diseases such as the common cold and
more serious ones like Covid-19 in these areas is higher than that in nature due to the
lack of ventilation.
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However, environmental pollution and housing problems are not the only factors
resulting in body problemschief causes that need addressing. Other aspects like health
awareness and advanced medical care can also better help people individuals avoid
infecting illness. From the perspective of general public awareness, governments
should run campaigns to arouse people's awarenesseducate the citizenrly about
towards certain key health issues in health, such as obesity, and high blood pressure,
and diabetes other kinds of diseases. As a result, individuals can gain knowledge
make informed changes in their lifestyles related to nutrition and exercise. and might
make up their minds to keep healthy. From the perspective of medical care. From the
perspective of medical care, a moren advanced medical system could help people
residents from all classes to get receive proper the most modern and effective
treatments. For example, the poorunderprivileged segments of society might be no
longer to need to worry about unaffordable exorbitant medical fees, and they can be
immediately cured their health issues and might survive treatable conditions such as
operable types of cancer.
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In conclusion, although improvements in environmental pollution and housing
problems help people prevent illness, I still believe that other forms such as advances
in medical care and people's health awareness are more important than these aspects.
Governments should prioritize these areas to fulfill their responsibility to the citizenry.
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